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Aprašymas

Oddschecker Global Media (“OGM”) is an iGaming
publishing group with a team of over 200 motivated and
hardworking individuals based across the globe. Having
long being aligned with Sky Betting & Gaming, we have
recently been acquired by Bruin Capital in 2021.

OGM comprises three affiliate brands (Oddschecker,
WhoScored, CasinoSmash) and a digital media agency
(VIME) with offices in the UK, Barcelona and Lithuania,
and products operated in regulated markets across the
world, including in the UK, USA and across Europe.

OGM is a market leader in the gambling affiliate space
with oddschecker being the leading name in odds
comparison globally. The UK online gambling industry
has been one of the fastest growing and technologically
innovative sectors over the last 5 years and OGM has
been at the centre of this. Our current focus is on
product innovation and international expansion.

What you’ll do as Front-end Engineer in the Affiliate
team…

This is an opportunity to join oddschecker’s growing
development team. The role will be building and
maintaining oddschecker UK websites. You will be
working across multiple teams collaborating in an agile
environment to ensure products are created to a high
standard.

https://www.hitcontract.lt/en


Your key responsibilities will include…

Work on a product used daily by millions of users
Build and maintain the UK desktop and mobile
client side platforms
Taking design ideas and seeing them through to
production
Participate in estimation, planning, design and
ideas stages
Working as part of the UK development team
Have the opportunity to influence our roadmap
and take your ideas through to execution

We need someone who has knowledge of the
following…

Strong experience with React and modern ES6
JavaScript
Strong web development skills with experience in
hand-coding HTML/HTML5, CSS/CSS3/SASS,
JavaScript/jQuery
Experience working in an Agile environment on
fast developing products
Good knowledge of front-end build tools such as
webpack, rollup and task-runners like gulp
Good knowledge of git and its pairing with remote
repositories, like Gitlab/Github
Strong command of cross-browser development
techniques
Excellent understanding of, and interest in,
usability issues
Skilled at building table-free layouts using
semantic mark-up and modern CSS features
Good understanding of SEO and its importance
TDD and Testing Frameworks e.g. Jest, Mocha,
Chai etc

Desired but not essential….

Experience in server-side technologies (Java,
Spring, Node)
Database experience, in particular MySQL
Understanding of node module/npm library
development
Familiarity with the MVC website architecture and
single page app architecture
XSLT 2.0 & XML

What you’ll get back from us

Alongside of being challenged daily and a real interest
in your development, you will also receive:

Dynamic global organization with more than 200



amazing colleagues all around the Globe
Opportunity to shape the future of our products
using Mac/Windows
Competitive salary (up to 4000 EUR gross
monthly depending on qualifications and
experience)
Private health insurance (one of the best in the
industry! promise)
Accident insurance
Snacks all day long in full equipped kitchen
(pancakes, waffles made by colleagues)
Truly open and flexible environment (flexible
working hours, hybrid working model)
High performing and growth-oriented
environment for employees (1on1 culture, online
training courses, conferences, office library,
performance appraisals 3 times per year)
Supportive and caring culture (Selfcare day,
Employee Assistance Program, supportive team
leads)
Stress-free relaxing zones with foosball, darts,
xbox, fun colleagues, plank challenges, sports
challenges
Social Events, Christmas and Summer parties,
poker evenings, Halloween celebrations
Meet Jack Russel Terrier, Shetland Sheepdog,
Spaniel, Basenji or Bichon Frise in the office to
brighten the day even more!
Bicycle storage
Check how we live on our IG:
oddschecker_global_media_lt

Required Skills

JAVASCRIPT
React.js 3-4 metai
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